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New LyngBox web based Favourite Lists Tool  
 

 

Linköping, November 4, 2008 - LyngBox Media AB releases new web 

functionality  

 
Since sales started in February 2008, LyngBox LB-1 has created a lot of attention with a new 

concept of combining HD satellite and terrestrial receivers with extended Internet services. 

LyngBox LB-1 offers complete access to the information on LyngSat Network (www.lyngsat.com) 

which enables easy installation, upgrades and extended services like web based remote recordings 

and Internet EPG.  

 

Continuing the path of integrating more services, LyngBox Media now releases a web based 

Favourite Lists Tool that allows the user to create favourite lists directly on our website for 

automatic and immediate transfer to the box at home.  

 

The new service can be found on LyngBox.com (www.lyngbox.com) under the section “Favourite 

Lists”.  To access, you will need to log in as a LyngBox user and enter your LyngBox ID and 

password in the settings (your unique username and password can be found in the System 

Information of the LyngBox). 

 

Once the system recognizes your LyngBox, based on your specific settings, the web tool allows you 

to create up to 10 favourite lists from the satellites available to your box.  

 

Detailed information on how to use the Favourite Lists Tool is published in the user manual at 

www.lyngbox.com/support/manual/ 

 

For further information contact: Henrik Halvorsen, VP Sales and Marketing, 

henrik.halvorsen@lyngbox.com, mobile: +46 705 113949  

 

 

About LyngBox Media 

LyngBox Media is a Swedish company formed specifically to develop and bring to market the LyngBox - an 
advanced  HDTV receiver/recorder for satellite and terrestrial digital transmissions. What makes the LyngBox 
unique and easy to operate, is the exclusive integration with LyngSat Network - today the biggest independent 
source of satellite and channel data. The LyngSat Network has earned the recognition for being the number one 

source of reliable and up-to-date satellite and technical information; the web portal has more than 18 million 
visits per month.  

The result of the close cooperation between LyngSat Network, ESA (European Space Agency) and LyngBox 
Media is a set-top box with an unparalleled simplicity in accessing and continuously upgrading the enormous 
selection of available satellite channels. The concept, design and production of LyngBox are Swedish from start 
to finish.  
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